ackroyd 4‐13‐17
From: Bill Ackroyd [mailto:Backroyd@citlink.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 9:54 PM
To: Supervisor
Cc: Bambi Avery
Subject: Current issues
Hi Jason,
I assume you are overwhelmed with correspondence regarding the solar power
generating
controversy. I hope you will have the time to read this note or at least assure me
that it will be
officially recorded.
I recently authored a comment/note on social media expressing my opinion on these
matters that
I will include below. It was primarily an opinion and observation of recent
events. I also made
comment to my original post expressing what I believe to be a reasonable solution.
I am a
troubleshooter and problem solver by both trade, training and temperament and I
hope you will
recognize that my solution is pragmatic and common sense.
I truly believe that
you can
probably resolve 99% of the issues by considering this solution in some fashion.
Yes, you will
have extreme opposition from both sides, but it can be a reasonable compromise.
Below is my original social media post followed by my solution comment to it.
Bill Ackroyd
Dryden, NY
For the past few weeks I’ve been watching and listening with interest to the
discussion
surrounding large industrial solar power generation installations proposed for the
Town
of Dryden. Tonight I attended a public forum regarding same at the Dryden Fire
Hall.
After evaluating everything I’ve seen, heard and read, I’m amazed and at the same
time
disappointed, that the very elected officials that ran on campaign platforms of
“protecting Dryden” and touted a genuine concern for the environment and rural
beauty
of Dryden, would consider approval of these huge eyesores in the locations
proposed. I
was even further dismayed to listen to elected officials aggressively promoting
these
installations. It would appear there is some personal agenda being advanced.
With responsibility to represent all the residents and looking out for the entire
Town, our
elected officials should be asking themselves the following questions:
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1.
If one of these huge solar “farms” was to be placed adjacent to your house,
and it
would have an adverse effect on the visual beauty of your property as well as a
negative impact on the value of your home, would you be in favor of it? (I kinda
doubt it)
2.
Is there a direct benefit to the residents and/or the Town of Dryden
overall by
allowing these installations such as:
*
Increased recurring local employment?
*
Additional property taxes collected vs credits, discounts or PILOTS?
*
Reduced electric rates for residents?
Thus far I have heard of no significant, tangible, direct benefit to the people of
the town
of Dryden. None!
Dryden has a beautiful rural and agricultural landscape. Over the years people have
been so concerned to protect this beauty that they have fought aggressively against
drilling and fracking, highway billboards, and have enacted sign ordinances,
landscaping regulations, storm water runoff laws, and even specify parking lot
lighting
requirements to prevent “light pollution”, yet they are considering approval of the
enormous visual pollution these acres and acres of glass will have.
All this being said, I am not anti‐solar despite the technical inefficiencies, and
when not
subsidized, poor ROI. There are just better places to build these ugly scars on
the
landscape where people don’t have to see them daily and they don’t have an adverse
effect on property values.
If these installations are indeed approved, it will be a huge violation of public
trust by our
elected officials.

Thinking "out loud" and maybe a pragmatic common sense solution to all this
controversy.
What if the Town of Dryden were to........
*
Allow large arrays where they are not directly visible from main highways,
parks,
cemeteries, residential housing developments etc.
*
Require a minimum 1000' from any individual home or business. (anything
less is no
more than an average driveway length)
*
Require landscaping and plantings to further obscure installation.
*
No tax breaks for solar company or property owners. Stand on their own
financial
merits! (just good business practice)
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Win ‐ homeowners views or property value not likely adversely effected by
installation.
Win ‐ Parks, cemeteries and other common, highly visible public open space not
adversely effected.
Win ‐ taxpayers are not burdened with subsidizing solar generation business.
Win ‐ fence companies gain business
Win ‐ landscape and tree/shrub nurseries gain business.
Win ‐ property owner gets lease/rent payments from solar elec co. and pays
income taxes and hopefully spend their earnings locally.
Win ‐ town sees more tax revenue from increased assessment based on value of
solar "improvements" on property
Win ‐ Dryden officials can tout that they are doing their part in promoting and
producing green energy to the world.
Win ‐ Solar company gains business selling electricity to power companies.
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From: Christopher Baurle [mailto:chrisbaurle@live.com]
Sent: Saturday, April 08, 2017 4:54 PM
To: Bambi Avery
Subject: Solar in Dryden
I support the development of solar installations in Dryden. New technology can
bring objections,
but when the public health and pollution from burning fossil fuels is taken into
account,
accepting solar installations provides the best future.
Questions of where to place a solar array are not only legitimate, but necessary.
We are used
to seeing solar panels on roofs and in yards, but when they were new, we questioned
the use
and the placement.
Placement of large solar arrays is severely limited by the available grid wiring
and
appropriateness of adjoining land. There are too few connection points in Dryden,
our county, and in the
state.
Selecting sites takes a bit of compromising on everyone's part. Landscape buffers
will be a good
addition‐ and are necessary.
The benefits from the proposed solar arrays in Dryden ‐ a local source of
non‐polluting
electric generation and low cost electricity for local residents outweigh
the aesthetic objections.
Please forward this to the Dryden Town Board and Planning Board members.
289 Virgil Rd
Dryden, NY
13053
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From: Lynn Johnson [mailto:lcjdenver@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2017 7:15 PM
To: Bambi Avery
Subject: Dryden Solar Array project
Dear Town Clerk ‐
Please forward this message to the Town Board, Planning Board, and Conservation
Board Members
I am a resident of the Town of Dryden who firmly believes it is important that
locally and as a
nation we move away from our dependence on fossil fuels. I am very much in favor
of
proceeding with the proposed Dryden Solar Array. It will provide needed revenue
from taxes for
our town and county and help decrease our reliance on fossil fuels. Moving to
renewable
resources is the right thing to do.
Solar energy is a quiet, clean alternative to fossil fuels. Our energy needs will
continue to
increase. This project is an important step in meeting these needs.
Sincerely,
Lynn Johnson
22 Genung Circle
Town of Dryden
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From: Kaspar John Graham Kuehn [mailto:kjk232@cornell.edu]
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 7:29 AM
To: Bambi Avery
Subject: Opposition to Cornell Solar Project
Can you please forward the message below to the Town Board and the Planning Board.
Thank
you.
Dear Dryden Board Members,
My name is Kaspar Kuehn and I am writing to you because of my fierce opposition to
Cornell's
solar project along Dodge Road and Stevenson Road. The construction and visual
obstruction of
these solar panels will ruin the tranquility of an area many people use as place to
connect with
nature and exercise.
Although I fully support solar energy, I am infuriated at Cornell's approach to
this project. The
disregard for input during initial planning shows Cornell's lack of concern for the
communities
that surround their land. Granting Cornell their requested zoning variances to have
the project
classified as Community Distributed Generation(CBD) goes against what CBD is
designed for,
helping build small community supported solar projects. This project is not small
and it doesn't
have the support of Dryden. Cornell owns plenty of other isolated fields that could
support large
solar projects. Although Cornell has a lot of influence in the area, I trust that
you will support the
Dryden community and postpone approval until Cornell has taken alternative building
sites into
greater consideration. Postponing this project is not an opposition to solar and
renewable energy,
it is a chance to have the voices of Dryden citizens fully heard.
Thank you,
Kaspar Kuehn
Kaspar J. Kuehn
Technician ‐ Cornell Horticulture Department
158 Plant Science Building
Ithaca, NY 14850
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